UPDATE FROM THE ARCHITECTS
March 8, 2021
The following was forwarded to the board Friday from the architects. We are looking
forward to our first town hall for discussion with the community in late March
or early April.
I wanted to provide you with an update on the graphics that we have been diligently
working through for your clubhouse, as we initially intended to have some exhibits for
your review this week. However, as we work through the details and development of
our proposed design, we need a little more time to refine the additions to your building.
We want to make sure that we communicate the envisioned front view in a certain way
that supports the design intent, and we have a little more refinement to do to get there
so we will be sending exhibits next week rather than this week. We feel very strongly
that it is important to get these first impressions right so that they demonstrate our intent
of restoration and preservation of your existing structure as it grows to meet your
current needs. We are also working through some preliminary pricing information
because we understand that that will be an important part of the conversation with the
greater member community during the town hall, and we want to be able to discuss and
prepare for this piece of the puzzle during our next meeting with the board.
Our intent is to send our current exhibits next week,and prepare for a meeting with you
all the following week; we will then roll directly into the finalization of our graphics and
planning for the community town hall meeting via zoom. Please be thinking about an
ideal date/time for a board meeting with us during the week of 3/15 and let us know
what will be most ideal for your group so we can plan accordingly.

